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We use Powerpoint for a lot of different type of work. 
We use it for it’s originally intended use: to create visuals to 
stand behind us while we present to an audience. 
But we also use it to convey information that will never be 
projected on a wall. Sometimes, we cram a slide with so 
much information that it becomes more like a document. 
Or, sometimes we create slides that are a cross between a 
slide and a document (a slide-ument, if you will.)
Some people just “think in Powerpoint”. That’s cool. 
We are accepting of all of your powerpoint uses. 

But before you begin, decide which type of Powerpoint deck 
you are making.

And remember that often times, one turns into another.  

so, you’re making a powerpoint deck.

document

“slide-ument”/read ahead

ready to present



Presenting to a big room? 
Make sure your audience can see your presentation! 
Guy Kawaski, a former Apple Fellow, says, “A good rule is 
to take the age of the oldest audience member and divide 
by two, and don’t go below that font size.” Another good 
rule is just to never go below 28. If you are consistently 
reducing your font size to under 24 and you are using 
third-level bullets, you are probably producing a document, 
not a slide.
For most projectors, it is easier to read a medium 
weight white text on a dark background than it is to 
read a white slide.

tip #1: know your audience & plan ahead

Sending it as a PDF?
If you’re sending the document via email as a PDF, (and it 
will subsequently be emailed a lot), be thoughtful about file 
size and whether you are using big photos or big blank 
divider pages. Keep your slide-ument as short and as sweet 
as possible. Include longer notes in the notes field, if 
necessary, and print as a PDF including notes.
It’s easier to read dark text on a white background when 
reading on a screen, rather than using a dark background.

Will they print it?
If your audience may print your file to read in advance or 
to have as reference, be thoughtful about using minimal 
color so that the text is still readable when printed on a 
black and white printer. If they will print it, you should 
feel comfortable taking your font size down as low as 14. 
In anticipation that you will read this on a screen or after 
printing it, this font size is 16.

Will they be editing it?
If you’re making a powerpoint that you know others will 
be changing and editing later, be thoughtful about setting 
it up properly. Use master slides, consistent margins, and 
style sheets if possible to help the next person who uses 
your powerpoint have a successful experience.

Will they be doing all of the above?
Sometimes, a presentation calls for collaborative 
planning, a pre-read deck that is printed, and a deck to 
stand in front of while you present. These might be three 
separate decks; it’s good to plan ahead.



tip #2: be visual when you can be

Consider: when can a picture tell it better?
Do you have to give the audience all of the data, or only the highlight that really matters? 
Could a diagram show it better than a series of bullet points?

pro tip
Don’t create your slide deck 
the day before you need it! 

Create it in advance and get 
feedback from others. 

By stepping away from your 
deck for a day and revisiting it, 

you may find newer, more 
simple ways to communicate 

your message.



tip #3: for photos, be nice & go big

Our photos are an incredible part of our KIPP visual brand; they tell the authentic story of our 
KIPPsters, our teachers, and our leaders. 

Please be nice to them! Don’t distort them by making the black and white, cropping them in a 
funny way, or squeezing or smushing them. Always resize from the corners. Do not place text over 
anyone’s faces.

With photos, go big or go home! We much prefer our photos to be the center of attention, rather 
than other using 1/4 or 1/8 of the page.

Never ever use photos that do not belong to KIPP (from other schools) or stock photography you 
find on the internet. Our professional photography is preferred to snapshots that you may have 
taken yourself. Even when you think a photo from the internet illustrates your point nicely (maybe 
clip art of a clock on a slide that says “you’re running out of time!”. . . challenge yourself. Can you 
use a photo of an elementary school KIPPster with a surprised look on their face instead?)

To & Through College

To & Through College
 is our mission.

(yes!) (no)



tip #4: use columns

You might have noticed that no text in this document 
goes all the way across the document. That’s 
because, at a certain point, the eye loses the sentence 
if the line length is too long. 

Use columns. 

Even if you do not have enough text to fill two 
columns, put your text only on one side of the page 
and leave the rest blank (white space is ok!) or 
include a photo on the right or left of the page. 

pro tip
In order to create columns 
that really stick, you can 
create a master slide for 
yourself with lines in it. 

Then, when you’re done, 
delete your guidelines from 

the master.



tip #5: leave space

Garr Reynolds, the author of Presentation Zen, believes that “design isn’t 
about decoration or ornamentation. Design is about making communication 
as easy and clear for the viewer as possible.” 

Don’t overcrowd your slide with information. If you are finding that you are 
running out of room on a slide, consider: should this all be on one slide? 
Is there a more simple way to say what I’m saying? 
Could I say it with a visual? 
Could I “talk to” some of these things, rather than writing them all out?



tip #7: use typographical hierarchy, not bullets

Creating Hierarchy
• Most people create hierarchy with bullets

•But you aren’t most people, are you?
•Another way to create hierarchy is using typographical choices.

•Size
•Color
•Boldness
•Italics
•Lines to separate
•All caps

creating hierarchy
Most people create hierarchy with bullets. 
But you aren’t most people, are you?

Another way to create hierarchy is using typographical choices.

SIZE   |   Color   |   Boldness   |    Italics   |   Lines   |   all caps

pro tip
You can use color 

to make things 
stand out and to 

make things 
disappear.



tip #8: the right typeface for the right job
pro tip
If you need to 

download KIPP’s 
font, ThesisSans, 
you can do so at 

www.kipp.org/brand.



tip #9: constant learning & improvement

Making effective presentations isn’t easy.
Give yourself time and space to learn and practice. 
Seek the feedback of others. Plan for your presentation 
before you make it, and practice it after you have finalized 
your slides. Ask for feedback after your presentation.

Don’t just pull out the same old deck.
If you’ve given the same presentation several times, it’s 
tempting to pull out the same old deck. But model constant 
learning and humility by looking at your deck, refining, and 
making it even more simple, smooth, and polished than the 
last time.

Read up.
We recommend slide:ology by Nancy Duarte and 
Presentation Zen by Garr Reynolds.



we can’t wait to see your presentation!


